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Armstrong Simplifies Your Tracing Line Systems

Designed to simplify and supply all the components (steam traps, 
manifolds, valves, etc.) necessary for your drip and tracer line 
applications, Armstrong’s new Steam Distribution and Condensate 
Collection Manifolds bring all components together to reduce 
installation costs and provide a compact, easily accessible, centrally 
located assembly.

Armstrong’s manifold series includes four different configurations, 
a Steam Distribution (MSD/SMSD), and a Condensate Collection 
Assembly (CCA/CCAF). As an option, the condensate manifolds can 
offer freeze protection.

In either case, you will save the expensive headaches of trying to 
fabricate in-house. What’s more, your manifold will be backed by the 
famous Armstrong quality – and a standard three-year limited warranty.  

Steam Distribution Manifolds
As a Steam Distribution Assembly (MSD/SMSD), the manifold places 
all steam supply valves in one location. Standardizing components and 
centralizing their location simplifies installation, cutting costs from the 
beginning. You also save because routine maintenance is faster.  

Condensate Collection Manifolds
To make industry’s trapping and valving more efficient, Armstrong 
combines its stainless steel steam trap valve stations with manifolds 
into a package called the Condensate Collection Assembly (CCA). This 
prepackaged assembly offers many great benefits – cost savings in 
installation, design flexibility, and reduced purchasing time. CCAF would 
also include syphon tube freeze protection.

Whatever your condensate collection or steam distribution needs, 
Armstrong has the manifold for savings over the long term.
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Shown are typical locations for Armstrong manifolds. 
The many manifolds in chemical/petrochemical 
plants consume valuable floor space and often block 
movement among the units. Operating costs are high, 
and installation requires expensive custom fabrication 
on site. Clearly, a prefabricated manifold permitting 
standardization of components offers substantial 
savings over conventional units. Shaded products 
are available from Armstrong. Call or consult your 
Armstrong Representative if additional product details 
are required.


